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The new version of the Sonic Mania hack was a large update, and included a playable level from
each of the first four Sonic titles. [37] It also added levels from the Sonic the Hedgehog games, Sonic

3 and Sonic Adventure, including the long-awaited level from the first of those games, Green Hill
Zone. [38] The updated hack also added four new playable characters, in the forms of Mario, Luigi,
Diddy, and Toad. [38] The game also featured a new Sonic 3 stage named after Iizuka's family, and
Iizuka's own in-game photo was added in the in-game secret levels. [38] Game Informer described

the updated hack, stating that it gave players a better sense of the continuity between games in the
series. [76] The game was released on August 16, 2017. [35] Although mostly advertised as a new

Sonic Mania game, the game added additional levels, including stages from the various Sonic
installments. Player-created levels were also added. [68] The game maintained many of the basic

features of Sonic Mania, including the auto-save and gameplay settings. [35] The game also
maintains the Iizuka-conceived demo levels. [35] While most of the game's new levels were based
on the first Sonic game, Iizuka decided to include one based on the second game. [35] He stated

that the second game had been a favorite of his since he was a child. [35] [35]
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In Super Mario Bros., once the final enemy in each area was defeated, Mario would get back to the
last area's exit to start a new game, instead of moving on to the next area. It is not entirely clear

whether this was a feature or a bug. This same flow is present in the beta of the SNES game, and has
been confirmed to be in the final release. However, this is a different script than the earlier one used,

in which Mario would immediately start a new game after clearing the level. Mario can now run on
water, which comes in handy for quick and safe traversal. This is a feature from Super Mario 64, but
not one of the most frequently used traversal methods. As before, the only way to traverse on water
is to jump, and in Super Mario 64, the jump button could be held to make Mario hop on the water, as

well as jump by using the jumping ability. In Super Mario Bros., Mario can swim underwater by
holding the Attack button down, and play the classic musical masterpiece The Blue Danube for a bit
of a speed up. However, this feature was removed in the NES game, and is also missing in this beta.

Mario can use a new item, the Mushroom, which is given to him by a girl. Mario can use the
Mushroom to gain invincibility for a limited period of time, though there are no meaningful purposes

of using the item in this demo version. Koopas have their standard charge attack, which for some
reason, invokes Mario to sit on them in Super Mario Bros. The Mario & Luigi costumes feature slightly
altered versions of their standard attacks. In the 2D Mario games, Bowser has a team of minions he

commands to perform a variant of his standard attack, involving twisting the ground to give his
minions a push. Bowser's team attack is now performed by Mario, who has his own twist of the

ground, which causes Bowser's minions to jump up at him in a sequence of attacks. Bowser himself
has a pile-driver attack, a variation of his standard charge attack, in which he shoots his cannon at

the ground to cause an explosion, which inflicts damage. 5ec8ef588b
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